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Abstract

Image Query

Retrieving videos of a specific person given his/her face
image as query becomes more and more appealing for
applications like smart movie fast-forwards and suspect searching. It also forms an interesting but challenging
computer vision task, as the visual data to match, i.e., still
image and video clip are usually represented quite differently. Typically, face image is represented as point (i.e., vector)
in Euclidean space, while video clip is seemingly modeled
as a point (e.g., covariance matrix) on some particular Riemannian manifold in the light of its recent promising success. It thus incurs a new hashing-based retrieval problem
of matching two heterogeneous representations, respectively in Euclidean space and Riemannian manifold. This work
makes the first attempt to embed the two heterogeneous spaces into a common discriminant Hamming space. Specifically, we propose Hashing across Euclidean space and Riemannian manifold (HER) by deriving a unified framework
to firstly embed the two spaces into corresponding reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, and then iteratively optimize
the intra- and inter-space Hamming distances in a maxmargin framework to learn the hash functions for the two
spaces. Extensive experiments demonstrate the impressive
superiority of our method over the state-of-the-art competitive hash learning methods.

1. Introduction
Face video retrieval in general is to retrieve video shots containing particular person given one image of him/her
[31]. It is an appealing research direction with increasing
demands, especially in the era of social networking, when
more and more videos are continuously uploaded to the Internet via video blogs, social networking websites, etc. Face
video retrieval technology thus can find a wide range of
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Figure 1: A conceptual illustration of TV-Series (the Big
Bang Theory) character shots retrieval, where the query is
an image of one specific character (Sheldon Cooper), and
all the shots containing him/her are retrieved and ranked according to their similarities to the query image.
applications in the above context, for instance, ’smart fastforwards’, where the video player can jump to the next shot
containing a specific character; retrieving all the shots containing a particular family member from thousands of short
videos captured by a digital camera [33]; and rapid locating and tracking suspects from masses of city surveillance
videos (e.g., Boston marathon bombings event). For more
intuitive understanding, we show a conceptual sample of
TV-Series character shots retrieval in Fig. 1. Besides, the
inverse retrieval task, i.e., retrieving the face images of one
person by using his/her video clip as query, also plays an
important role in some scenarios, e.g., determining the identity of an unknown suspect by searching against a huge
mug-shot image database with his/her video shot acquired
from crime scene CCTV as query; naming a famous person in video based on very large celebrity image database.

In this paper, we mainly focus on the former retrieval task,
i.e., retrieve videos with image query, and set the scenario to
character retrieval in TV-Series without loss of generality.
In our current work, query is provided in the form of
image, whereas the database contains video clips. Therefore, the core task is to measure the similarity of image
and video. Straightforwardly, we can compute the similarity between the query image and each frame of the video,
and then integrate these similarities by averaging or taking
the maximum. However, this method ignores the correlations among video frames, and also suffers from high computational cost and massive storage demand, especially in
case of long video clips with hundreds or even thousands of
frames.
Alternatively, a more promising strategy is to model the
video frames collectively. Recently, promising methods
represent all the frames by single or mixture of linear subspaces [42] [21] [40] [38], affine subspace [7] [17], or covariance matrix [39] [25] [36]. These representations all reside on some specific Riemannian manifolds, namely
Grassmann manifold, affine Grassmann manifold and Symmetric Positive Definite (SPD) matrix manifold, respectively. Compared with the former solution treating video as separated frames, these holistic modeling methods lead to more
compact representations and superior performance. Among
them, covariance matrix, as a second-order statistics, provides a natural compact representation of the set of video
frames, thus attracting increasing attention most recently as
in [39] [25] [36]. Therefore, in this paper covariance matrix
is chosen as the face video representation.
Moreover, retrieval tasks require not only good representation but also low computational complexity in similarity
computation for fast search. For this purpose, hash code
is one of the best choices, which can achieve fast retrieval
with almost constant time complexity and extremely low
storage requirement. However, for the task in this paper,
hash learning becomes non-trivial, because our query and
target are represented in heterogeneous spaces, i.e., one Euclidean space v.s. Riemannian manifold. To our best knowledge, off-the-shelf hash learning methods fail to work in this
case. Hashing methods even specifically dealing with multiple modalities cases [6] [22] [43] [29] [44] [26] also can
only handle the case where different modalities are all represented in Euclidean spaces (See Fig. 2), but not the case
addressed in this paper.
To break the above limitation, this paper proposes a novel framework to embed two entirely heterogeneous spaces,
e.g., Euclidean space and Riemannian manifold, into a common discriminant Hamming space. Specifically, we propose a method named Hashing across Euclidean space and
Riemannian manifold (HER), which first embeds the two
heterogeneous spaces respectively into Reproducing Kernel
Hilbert Spaces (RKHS) and then learns the corresponding
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Figure 2: The difference between traditional multiple
modalities hash learning methods (the left figure) and our
heterogeneous hash learning method (the right figure),
where different shapes (i.e., triangles and circles) denote
categories.
transformations from either Hilbert space to the final common Hamming space in a max-margin framework. During
the learning process, intra- and inter-space discriminability are iteratively optimized for compatibility between the
hash codes of the two heterogeneous spaces. To validate
our method, we conduct comprehensive experiments on two popular TV-Series, i.e., the Big Bang Theory and Buffy
the Vampire Slayer.

2. Related Work
In this section, we give a brief review of previous literatures that closely relate to our work in either aspects of
problem and methodology. In Section 2.1, we overview
some existing applications around face video retrieval, and
then in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3 we introduce the relevant single modality and multiple modalities hash learning
methods, respectively.

2.1. Face Video Retrieval
Recent years have witnessed more and more studies on
face video retrieval [33] [2] [3] [10] [31]. Arandjelović and
Zisserman [2] [3] built an end-to-end system to retrieve film
shots, given one or more query face images. They proposed to obtain an identity preserving and variation insensitive signature image to represent face shot. Anyway, it
is a single image based face matching method which does
not fully utilize the video information. Instead of matching single faces, Sivic et al. [33] developed a video shot
retrieval system by matching sets of faces, which are represented as distributions in the form of histogram and measured by Chi-square distance. Nevertheless, these works
have large differences from ours. On one hand, they all
exploit real-valued video representation rather than binaryvalued hash code, which is not quite suited for retrieval task,
especially in case of practical large database volume; on
the other hand, such works aim to build a complete end-toend system tailored to face video processing, including shot

boundary detection, face detection and tracking, etc. In contrast, this paper puts its emphasis on the heterogeneous hash
learning framework, which is expected to have potential application in more general object retrieval tasks.

2.2. Single Modality Hash Learning
The pioneering hash learning method, i.e., the wellknown Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [19], is based
on random projections. Although the asymptotic property
is theoretically guaranteed, as a data-independent method,
LSH still requires long codes to achieve satisfactory precision in practical applications. Realizing the limitation of
LSH, recent endeavors aim at data-dependent hashing by
exploring either data structure or supervision information to
achieve compact hash codes for specific datasets. This new
direction is referred to as Hash Function Learning (HFL).
Representative unsupervised HFL methods include Spectral
Hashing (SH) [41], Anchor Graph Hashing (AGH) [24], Iterative Quantization hashing (ITQ) [12], etc. More recently, semi-supervised and supervised HFL methods are gradually coming into view, such as Semi-Supervised Hashing
(SSH) [37], Kernel-based Supervised Hashing (KSH) [23],
Discriminative Binary Codes (DBC) [30], and Supervised
Iterative Quantization hashing (SITQ) [12], etc. These supervised paradigms move us toward higher performance in
practical applications, such as content-based retrieval with
massive data.

2.3. Multiple Modalities Hash Learning
The aforementioned single modality HFL methods have
been applied to a wide range of real-world tasks with great
success. Nevertheless, most of the methods can only deal
with data from a single modality. They cannot deal with
the cross-modality problem. Nowadays, it is quite common to conduct similarity search involving data from multiple modalities. For instance, given a textual description
of certain natural scene, one would like to retrieve some
images that depict exactly the described scene. As data
from different modalities (e.g., text vs. image) typically
reside in different feature spaces, it is reasonable to map
the multiple modalities data into a common Hamming space, which will definitely make the cross-modality comparison easier and faster. However, due to its novelty and
challenge of this new task, only few methods are proposed
for this purpose. Representative methods include the pioneering Cross-Modal Similar Sensitive Hashing (CMSSH)
[6], Cross-View Hashing (CVH) [22], Multimodal Latent
Binary Embedding (MLBE) [44], Parametric Local Multimodal Hashing (PLMH) [43], Predictable Dual-view Hashing (PDH) [29], and the recent neural network based MultiModal NN hashing (MM-NN) [26].
While the above multiple modalities HFL methods have
achieved success in applications such as text-image match-

Figure 3: Face samples in two TV-Series, i.e, the Big Bang
Theory (top row) and Buffy the Vampire Slayer (bottom
row). Even in a same shot, faces suffer many different types
of appearance variations caused by illumination, head pose,
expression, occlusion, etc.
ing, such methods have the limitation that they can only
handle the case where the original modalities are all represented in Euclidean spaces. However, in our task, only
images lie in Euclidean space, while videos are represented
as points lying on SPD Riemannian manifold. Hence, it is
infeasible to directly apply the traditional multiple modalities hash learning methods to our task (please see Fig. 2 for
more intuitive understanding).

3. Video Modeling
Compared with treating video as separated frames and
processing it frame by frame, holistic modeling methods,
e.g., single or mixture of linear subspaces [42] [21] [40]
[38], affine subspaces [7] [17], covariance matrices [39]
[25] [36], increasingly exhibit their advantages of not only
compact representation but also superior performance. Among these methods, covariance matrix, as the raw secondorder statistics of the set of video frames, provides a natural
representation for a video with any type of features and any
number of frames, and is able to well capture the complicated video structure (see Fig. 3) more faithfully [39]. In fact,
as indicated in [39], subspace-based models usually originate from an eigen-decomposition of the covariance matrix
without utilizing the information in eigenvalues and nonleading eigenvectors. Taking such into consideration, we
resort to covariance matrices for representing videos in this
paper.
Let F = [ f1 , f2 , ..., fn ] be the data matrix of a video with
n frames, where fi ∈ Rd denotes the ith frame with ddimensional feature description. We represent the video
with a d × d covariance matrix Y as follows:
Y =

1 n
∑ ( fi − f¯)( fi − f¯)T ,
n − 1 i=1

(1)

where f¯ is the mean of all video frames. The diagonal entries of Y record the variance of each individual feature,
and the off-diagonal entries are their respective correlations. In this way, a video is represented as a nonsingular covariance matrix Y (in case of singularity, a simple regularization can be imposed to its diagonal [39]), which lies on

Riemannian manifold Sym+
d spanned by d × d Symmetric
Positive Definite (SPD) matrices.
Prior to our study here, covariance matrix has been used
to characterize local regions within an image, named region
covariance [35], and apply to tasks like human detection.
However, region covariance is computed within a local region for a single image, whereas our video covariance is the
statistic among all frames for a whole video. Moreover, region covariance is intended to depict region texture, whereas ours has the potential to model the appearance variance
across frames which is crucial for face video modeling.

4. Heterogeneous Hash Learning
4.1. Problem Description
Assume that we have C categories for training, and data are organized in pairwise structure, i.e., for the cth category we have Nc image-video pairs, where N = ∑Cc=1 Nc
is the total number of training pairs. Both image and individual video frame use the same d-dimensional feature
description, as denoted in Section 3. In this paper, we denote a Euclidean point (i.e., an image) by xi ∈ Rd , and a
Riemannian point (i.e., a video) by Yi ∈ Sym+
d (here, Yi is
the frame covariance matrix as defined in Eqn. (1)). Our
goal is to learn the hash codes of all the training samples,
i.e., Be ∈ {0, 1}K×N for the N images, Br ∈ {0, 1}K×N for
the N videos, where the subscripts e and r denote Euclidean
space and Riemannian manifold, respectively, and K is the
hash code length in the final common Hamming space.

4.2. Hash Learning Architecture
As xi and Yi are heterogeneous, it is not trivial to embed
them into a common Hamming space directly. To this end,
we devise a two-step architecture inspired by [16] [18] to
fill the heterogeneous gap and accomplish the common embedding (see Fig. 2). Specifically, in the first step, on the
Riemannian manifold side, we propose to map the Riemannian manifold Sym+
d into a high dimensional Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) Hr via η(Yi ) : Sym+
d → Hr .
There are two advantages by doing this, 1) the mapping
transforms the non-linear Riemannian manifold into a (linear) Hilbert space, thus making it possible to utilize algorithms designed for Hilbert space with manifold valued data; 2) as evidenced by the theory of kernel methods in Euclidean space, it yields a much richer representation of the
original data distribution [13] [8] [14] [39] [36] [20] [15].
On the Euclidean space side, we can also map the Euclidean
space Rd to another RKHS He via ϕ(xi ) : Rd → He without loss of generality. After the first-step mappings, gap between the two original heterogeneous spaces (i.e., Rd and
Sym+
d ) is dramatically reduced to that between two Hilbert
spaces (i.e., He and Hr ), and more importantly, this facilitates the subsequent hash functions learning. In the sec-

ond step, based on the two Hilbert spaces, we learn a common discriminant Hamming space, through iteratively optimizing intra- and inter-space discriminability measured by
Hamming distance in a max-margin framework, to guarantee the stability of hash functions of the two heterogeneous
spaces.

4.3. Objective Function
To learn a desirable hash functions for the two Hilbert spaces, we believe that three principles need to be taken into
consideration, 1) discriminability: the common Hamming
space should be first discriminant, where the Hamming distance between samples of the same category should be minimized, meanwhile samples of distinct categories should better have quite different hash codes; 2) stability: let’s imagine each hash function (i.e., each bit) as a split in the Hilbert
space, we want the splits to be as stable as possible. Intuitively, a split is stable when it has large margins from samples around it [11]. Think about such a disillusionary situation where a split crosses an area with dense samples, many
actually neighboring samples will be inevitably assigned different hash values. In a nutshell, similar samples in the
feature space should be mapped to similar hash codes within a short Hamming distance; 3) compatibility: due to the
heterogeneous representations of two mediums (i.e., images
and videos), we should consider not only the intra- but also the inter-space discriminability constraints. Having such
principles in mind, we formulate our objective function in
Eqn. (2),
min
We ,Wr ,ξe ,ξr ,Be ,Br

λ1 Ee + λ2 Er + λ3 Eer
+ γ1

∑

wke

2

+C1

k∈{1:K}

+ γ2

∑

∑

ξeki

k∈{1:K}
i∈{1:N}

wkr

2

+C2

∑

(2)
ξrki

k∈{1:K}
k∈{1:K}
i∈{1:N}
T
k
s.t.Bki
e = sgn(we ϕ(xi )), ∀k ∈ {1 : K}, i ∈ {1 : N}
kT
Bki
r = sgn(wr η(Yi )), ∀k ∈ {1 : K}, i ∈ {1 : N}
kT
ki ki
Bki
r (we ϕ(xi )) ≥ 1 − ξe , ξe > 0, ∀k ∈ {1 : K}, i ∈ {1 : N}
kT
ki ki
Bki
e (wr η(Yi )) ≥ 1 − ξr , ξr > 0, ∀k ∈ {1 : K}, i ∈ {1 : N},
th
th
where Bki
∗ is the hash value of the i sample using the k
k
split (hash function), w∗ is the weight vector corresponding
to the kth split, ξ∗ki is the slack variable corresponding to the
ith sample of the kth split.
In Eqn. (2), the first three terms, i.e., Ee , Er , and
Eer , denote the discriminability energy constraints in Euclidean space, Riemannian manifold, and cross-EuclideanRiemannian space. The formulations of them can be found
in Eqn. (3), Eqn. (4), and Eqn. (5), where d(·, ·) can be
any distance in the Hamming space, and λe , λr , and λer

are the pre-computable trade-off parameters to balance the
within-, between-category scales. The original intention to
design these energy functions is to minimize the Hamming
distance between samples of the same category, and meanwhile maximize the Hamming distance between samples
from different categories.
Ee = ∑

∑

n
d(Bm
e , Be )−λe ∑

∑

d(Bep , Bqe ) (3)

Er = ∑

∑

n
d(Bm
r , Br )−λr ∑

∑

d(Brp , Bqr ) (4)

Eer =∑

∑

n
d(Bm
e , Br )−λer ∑

c∈{1:C} m,n∈c

c∈{1:C} m,n∈c
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∑

d(Bep , Bqr ) (5)

c1 ∈{1:C} c2 ∈{1:C}
p∈c1 c1 6=c2 ,q∈c2

The fourth and fifth terms in Eqn. (2) correspond to the
stability constraint on hash functions in Euclidean space,
which is accomplished by SVM in practice with its inherent max-margin property. Similarly, the sixth and seventh
terms in Eqn. (2) correspond to the stability constraint on
hash functions in Riemannian manifold. The compatibility
constraint is reflected in two aspects: one is the inter-space
discriminability energy term Eer , and the other is the cross
training scheme incorporated in the last two constraint conditions in Eqn. (2). The motivation behind the cross training scheme lies in the pairwise structure of training data. In
particular, we would like to make the two elements (i.e., xi
and Yi ) in a pair share the same code, so cross space training
naturally serves as an effective way to achieve it, which definitely strengthens the connection between the two spaces at
the same time.

4.4. Iterative Optimization
While it is intractable to find the global minimum of
the objective function, here we try to seek a local optima to obtain good hash codes, which are capable of yielding desirable results. In particular, we exploit an iterative
block coordinate descent method [34] to go down the objective function. The whole optimization procedure is formulated in Algorithm 1. Here we describe it step by step.
First of all (line 1), the aforementioned two mappings, i.e.,
ϕ(xi ) : Rd → He , and η(Yi ) : Sym+
d → Hr , are usually implicit in practice. Hence, taking the Euclidean space mapping ϕ(·) as an example, we use the kernel trick [4] by expressing the weight vector wke as a linear combination of all
the training samples in the mapped Hilbert space He as
N

wke = ∑ uki
e ϕ(xi ),

(6)

i=1

th
where uki
e is the i expansion coefficient. Therefore,
T

N

T

T
k
·j
wke ϕ(x j ) = ∑ uki
e ϕ(xi ) ϕ(x j ) = ue Ke ,
i=1

(7)

Algorithm 1 Optimization
INPUT: Training samples from heterogeneous spaces, i.e.,
{xi , Yi , li }, where xi ∈ Rd , Yi ∈ Sym+
d , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N},
li ∈ {1, 2, ...,C}.
OUTPUT: Be , Br ∈ {0, 1}K×N .
1. Compute kernel matrices Ke , Kr ∈ RN×N with Eqn. (8)
and Eqn. (9)
2. Ve ∈ RN×K , Vr ∈ RN×K ← KGMMFA or KCCA(Ke , Kr )
3. Be ← sgn(Ve T Ke )
4. Br ← sgn(Vr T Kr )
5. repeat
6. Optimize Be with Eqn. (3)
7. Optimize Br with Eqn. (4)
8. Train K kernel SVMs on Ke to update Ue by using Br as
training labels, and inversely train another K kernel SVMs
on Kr to update Ur by using Be as training labels, where
Ue = [u1e , u2e , ..., uKe ] ∈ RN×K , and Ur = [u1r , u2r , ..., uKr ] ∈
RN×K
9. Be ← sgn(Ue T Ke )
10. Br ← sgn(Ur T Kr )
11. Optimize B = [Be , Br ] ∈ {0, 1}K×2N with Eqn. (5) to
further update Be and Br
12. Train K kernel SVMs on Ke to update Ue by using Br as
training labels, and inversely train another K kernel SVMs
on Kr to update Ur by using Be as training labels
13. until Convergence
14. Be ← sgn(Ue T Ke )
15. Br ← sgn(Ur T Kr )
where uke is an N × 1 column vector with its ith entry be·j
th column of the kernel matrix
ing uki
e , and Ke is the j
N×N
Ke ∈ R
. Here Ke is an N × N kernel matrix for the Euclidean points, which is computed as follows,
Kei j

xi − x j
= ϕ(xi ) ϕ(x j ) = exp(−
2σe 2
T

2
2

).

(8)

Similarly, Kr ∈ RN×N is the kernel matrix for the Riemannian points, which is computed by Eqn. (9).
Kri j = η(Yi )T η(Y j ) = exp(−

log(Yi ) − log(Y j )
2σr 2

2
F

) (9)

Without loss of generality, in this paper we use Gaussian
kernel on the Euclidean space side, and Gaussian-logarithm
kernel [36] [20] on the Riemannian manifold side. In both
kernel functions, σe and σr can be easily set to the mean
distances of training samples. Actually, the kernel mapping
mainly severs as a building block to complete the first mapping step and HER welcomes and is compatible with any
reasonable explicit or implicit kernel for both spaces.
After the computation of two kernel matrices, i.e., Ke
and Kr , we use Kernelized Generalized Multiview Marginal

Fisher Analysis (KGMMFA) [32] or Kernelized Canonical
Correlation Analysis (KCCA) [16] to embed the two Hilbert
spaces (i.e., He and Hr ) into a common Euclidean space for
hash codes initialization (line 2∼line 4). After the initialization, we proceed by iterating five steps in sequence (line
5∼line 13). First, we optimize Eqn. (3) and Eqn. (4) to update Be and Br for promoting the intra-space discriminability. Here we use the binary optimization algorithm proposed
in [30]1 with an efficient subgradient descent. Second, we
use the updated B∗ to train K two-class kernel SVMs for
each Hilbert space. Specially, we adopt the cross training
strategy by using Be as training labels to train the Riemannian manifold side SVMs with kernel matrix Kr , and vice
versa. This strategy was proven to be effective especially
for pairwise training samples [29] [27]. Third, update the
current value of B∗ to reflect the hash codes that these SVMs actually yield. Fourth, Be and Br are mixed together to be
optimized with Eqn. (5) for promoting the inter-space discriminability. Fifth, the same as the second step, i.e, cross
training the SVMs with the updated B∗ . The optimization
is finished once converged, and usually in practice a couple
of iterations can lead to convergence and good hash codes
(please refer to our supplementary material).

Initialization Option: The initialization of our method
is not limited to KGMMFA and KCCA. Theoretically, any
one of the Kernelized Multi-view Learning (KML) [32]
methods is competent for this purpose (please find more results in supplementary material).
Kernel Scalability: Inevitably, kernel methods often scale imperfectly with large data size. Fortunately, a series
of mathematically principled solutions, e.g., linear random
projections [1], low-rank approximation [9], and random
features [28], have been well established that are just tailored to the further need of scalability. Moreover, observed
from experimental results in Section 5, only a couple of
hundred training samples can achieve satisfactory performance.

5. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our method, i.e., HER2 , on
face video retrieval task with two challenging TV-Series.
Specifically, we conduct two groups of comparisons, i.e.,
HER vs. Single Modality Hash (SMH) learning methods in
Section 5.2, and HER vs. Multiple Modalities Hash (MMH)
learning methods in Section 5.3.

5.1. Databases and Experimental Settings
4.5. Discussion
Application Scope: The Riemannian manifold in this
paper is not limited to that spanned by covariance matrices.
In fact, video modeling methods like linear subspaces (spanning Grassmann manifold), affine subspaces (spanning
affine Grassmann manifold) can also be involved in our
framework. Moreover, our framework is not limited to Euclidean space v.s. Riemannian manifold. Actually, it provides down-level compatibility, e.g., Euclidean space v.s.
Euclidean space, and Riemannian manifold v.s. Riemannian manifold. Furthermore, as a general heterogeneous hash
learning framework, our methodology opens a new way to
any potential practical application in which data come from
heterogeneous spaces.
Parameters Sensitivity: Although quite a few parameters are observed in Eqn. (2), the proposed method is parameter insensitive as the objective function is optimized in
an iterative manner for each component separately, i.e., λ1 ,
λ2 , λ3 , γ1 , and γ2 mainly play the role of balancing each
component, and were simply set to equally weight those
components (λ1 , λ2 , λ3 are set to 1, and γ1 , γ2 are set to
0.5). Besides, the only substantial parameters are the soft
margin parameters C1 and C2 , which were simply set to 1 as
standard SVM.
1 This optimization algorithm can guarantee the code diversity in two
aspects: a) bit-wise balance: for each training sample, the algorithm guarantees the balance of bit numbers of -1 and 1; b) sample-wise balance: for
each bit, the algorithm guarantees the balance of distributions of -1 and 1
on all the training samples.

Databases: The first one consists of 3341 face videos of
the first 6 episodes from season 1 of the Big Bang Theory
(BBT), and the second one consists of 4779 face videos
of the first 6 episodes from season 5 of Buffy the Vampire
Slayer (BVS). These two TV-Series are quite different in
their filming styles, and therefore pose different challenges.
BBT is a sitcom (about 20 minutes an episode) mostly
taking place indoors with a main cast of 5∼8 characters.
It includes many full-view shots which contain multiple
characters at a time, however the faces are rather small (an
average of 75px face size). On the other hand, BVS has
about 40 minutes an episode, with a main cast size around
12 sometimes up to 18 in specific episodes. Many shots
are set at night and outdoors, resulting in a large range of
different illumination. However, it also contains a sizable
number of face close-up shots (an average of 116px face
size). We use the extracted face videos represented by block
Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) feature as used in
[5]. More specifically, each face frame is represented with a
240-d DCT feature, and thus forms a 240×240 covariance
video representation. Faces are aligned and normalized
without special preprocessing, and nothing constraint is
added to query image. The distribution of face videos per
character can be found in supplementary material.
Experimental Settings: The initialization of Algorithm
1 was accomplished by KGMMFA, because KGMMFA
2 The matlab implementation of HER can be downloaded from http:
//vipl.ict.ac.cn/resources/codes.

Table 1: Comparison with the state-of-the-art single modality and multiple modalities hash learning methods with mAP on
two databases. K means the length of hash code.
Type

single modality
hash learning method

multiple modalities
hash learning method
Ours

Method
LSH [19]
SH [41]
ITQ [12]
SSH [37]
DBC [30]
KSH [23]
SITQ [12]
CMSSH [6]
CVH [22]
PLMH [43]
PDH [29]
MLBE [44]
MM-NN [26]
HER

K = 16
0.2086
0.2652
0.3025
0.2855
0.4495
0.4366
0.3909
0.2047
0.2110
0.2447
0.2949
0.2600
0.3955
0.5049

the Big Bang Theory
K = 32
K = 64
K = 128
0.2092
0.2665
0.2989
0.2662
0.4235
0.4454
0.4298
0.2143
0.2092
0.2461
0.2903
0.2648
0.4664
0.5227

utilizes more discriminant information compared with
KCCA in which only side information is used. The length
of hash code ranges from 16 to 128, as no more obvious
performance improvement is observed with 256 bits. For
the competing methods, source codes of them were kindly
provided by the original authors. For fair comparison,
important parameters of each method were empirically
tuned according to the recommendations in the original
references as well as the source codes.
Tasks and Measurements: Our task is conducting face
video retrieval with image query. The images were acquired by randomly extracting a frame from each video. For
each database, we randomly selected 300 image-video pairs
(both elements of the pair come from the same subject) for
training (300 is a trade-off between retrieval accuracy and
computational cost), and then selected 100 images from the
rest as query for the retrieval task. For quantitative evaluation, we use the standard definitions of mean Average Precision (mAP) and precision recall curves calculated among
the range of whole database as measurements. For space
limitation, we only show the evaluation on image query vs.
video database, and actually HER is also qualified to the inverse task, i.e., video query vs. image database (please find
corresponding results in supplementary material).

5.2. Comparison with Single Modality Hash Learning Methods
Strictly speaking, SMH learning methods are not qualified to accomplish the cross-modality matching task. Nevertheless, our task has its own characteristic, where video is
just composed of frames which actually are images. Therefore, as mentioned in Section 1, we can straightforwardly
treat video as a set of separated frames, then compute the
similarities between the image and each frame, and finally
integrate such similarities by computing the average (in fact, we had evaluated the maximum, minimum, and average

0.1963
0.2623
0.3029
0.2584
0.4005
0.4567
0.4576
0.2024
0.2231
0.2487
0.3095
0.3917
0.5124
0.5490

0.1994
0.2673
0.3060
0.2586
0.3867
0.4604
0.4799
0.2478
0.2407
0.2608
0.2916
0.3858
0.4922
0.5539

K = 16
0.1508
0.2046
0.1848
0.2193
0.3858
0.3542
0.3869
0.1569
0.1579
0.1859
0.1769
0.1550
0.2207
0.3770

Buffy the Vampire Slayer
K = 32
K = 64
K = 128
0.1517
0.2237
0.1972
0.2202
0.4460
0.4149
0.4580
0.1559
0.1570
0.1800
0.1865
0.1720
0.2681
0.4852

0.1568
0.2177
0.2265
0.2141
0.4707
0.4385
0.4738
0.1593
0.1644
0.1828
0.1846
0.1759
0.3671
0.5281

0.1578
0.2222
0.2457
0.2120
0.4547
0.4517
0.4990
0.1688
0.1900
0.1853
0.1980
0.1840
0.4045
0.5877

strategies. Here only the average version is shown because
of its relatively higher performance).
In this group of experiment, we compare HER with seven representative SMH learning methods, including LSH
[19], SH [41], ITQ [12], SSH [37], DBC [30], KSH [23],
and SITQ [12]. The performance comparison is shown
in top rows of Table 1. According to the results on two databases, we have the following two consistent observations: 1) Our method outperforms the SMH learning methods as expected. This is partly attributable to the
promising holistic modeling of video by covariance matrix,
which can characterize all kinds of complicated variations in face video, including illumination, head pose, facial
expression, etc; 2) Supervised SMH methods, i.e., DBC,
KSH, SITQ, unsurprisingly outperform the unsupervised
and semi-supervised ones. This mainly benefits from the
identity label information utilized during the hash functions
learning. We can also observe that, in some specific setting,
e.g., BVS database with 16 bits hash code, SITQ even surpasses HER. However, the core superiority of our method
is the compact representation for videos. Note that, under
fixed hash code length for a k-frame video, SMH learning
methods will cost k times of bits as much as ours. In case
of large volume video, this gap will be unaffordable.

5.3. Comparison with Multiple Modalities Hash
Learning Methods
As pointed before, traditional MMH learning methods
can only deal with the restricted situation, where the modalities are all represented in Euclidean spaces. Therefore, to
conduct the comparison, we have to modify these methods by applying an explicit Riemannian kernel map ϑ (·) as
[39] to map the covariance matrices Y from Riemannian
d×d , i.e., ϑ (Y ) : Y →
manifold Sym+
d to Euclidean space R
log(Y ). After that, traditional MMH learning methods can
be applied to our task.
In this group of experiment, we compare HER with six

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a novel heterogeneous
hash learning method named HER, with which two entirely
heterogeneous spaces, e.g., Euclidean space and Riemannian manifold, can be embedded into a common discriminant Hamming space. During the learning of hash functions,
3 Because the code is not publicly available, the implementation of CVH

is kindly provided by the MLBE authors
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CVH
PLMH
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MLBE
MM−NN
HER

0.8
Precision

representative MMH learning methods, including CMSSH
[6], CVH3 [22], PLMH [43], PDH [29], MLBE [44], and
MM-NN [26]. The mAP comparison is shown in bottom
rows of Table 1. Moreover, as this class of methods are
closely related to our method, we also show the precision
recall curves in Fig. 4 (please find more results in supplementary material).
We can see that HER significantly outperforms all the
competing methods, due to their inherent limitations as explained below: CMSSH ignores the intra-modality relational information which could be very useful for crossmodality matching; CVH is limited to a relatively narrow
class of globally linear multiple modalities hash function
learning that often cannot capture well the structure of the
data for each modality; PDH only uses the side information
which is doomed to limited discriminability; MLBE has
limitations on the restrictive global intra-modality weighting matrices involved in the probabilistic model; PLMH
models the complex structure of datasets via using different hash functions at different locations, but a lot of sensitive
parameters need to be tuned; compared with the above ones,
MM-NN performs the best based on a coupled siamese neural network architecture.
In contrast, the superiority of our method against traditional multiple modalities hash learning methods mainly benefits from three points: 1) the integration of intraand inter-space discriminability constraints (i.e., Ee , Er ,
and Eer ) via an iterative optimization based on Hamming
distance; 2) the two-step architecture, i.e., Euclidean space (Riemannian manifold) to RKHS and then to common Hamming space, involves nonlinear maps from the original spaces into high dimensional Hilbert spaces, which
would yield much richer representations of the original data distributions; 3) the max-margin strategy accomplished
by SVM further ensures the stability and generalizability of
the learned hash functions, which is a crucial element for
practical retrieval system.
To further justify the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we have also evaluated HER on one more video
surveillance database, and also compared HER with several
representative key-frame based video classification methods. For space limitation, please find details in supplementary
material.
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(b) Buffy the Vampire Slayer, K = 128

Figure 4: Comparison with the state-of-the-art multiple
modalities hash learning methods with precision recall curves on two databases. K means the length of hash code.
For space limitation, we only showed experimental results
with 128 bits, and more results can be found in supplementary material.
three principles - discriminability, stability, and compatibility - were explored to iteratively optimize the cross-space
hash codes (in a max-margin framework). Extensive experiments on face video retrieval demonstrated the superiority of our method over the state-of-the-art single modality
and multiple modalities hash learning methods. For future
work, we would like to investigate three possible extensions: 1) integration of temporal information with current video
modeling; 2) extension to multiple heterogeneous spaces
embedding from the current dual-space version; 3) application to the challenging particular pedestrian retrieval via
massive surveillance video.
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